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Life science focus
T hank you for taking the time to peruse our 2014 winter issue. 

The year is quickly drawing to a close; we hope that it has been 

a productive and enjoyable one for everybody.

For RIKEN, this autumn began with the announcement that the 

first patient has received a transplant of cell sheets derived from 

induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells in an experimental treatment 

for age-related macular degeneration, a major cause of blindness in 

elderly people. The study, which aims to determine the safety of such 

implants, is the first clinical study in the world to use iPS cells.

Many of the features in this issue focus on the work RIKEN is 

doing in the area of life science technology—an especially important 

area for us as the fruits of this research positively contribute to 

society by directly improving the quality of life of many people.

In our “Perspectives” article, we look at the mission of the 

RIKEN BioResource Center in Tsukuba, just north of Tokyo. Since 

its establishment in 2001, this center has become a leading global 

provider of resources for life science researchers. In “Places”, 

we focus on the RIKEN Center for Life Science Technologies’ 

Division of Bio-Function Dynamics Imaging, which uses advanced 

scanning methods such as functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT) and positron emission 

tomography (PET) to promote advances in the life sciences. 

In addition, we have included interviews with two dynamic 

researchers—Carina Hanashima, who is studying brain development 

at the RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology in Kobe, and 

Piero Carninci, who studies genomic science at the RIKEN Center for 

Life Science Technologies from his base in Yokohama.

We also have a selection of “Research Highlights” which range 

from work that helps explain how plants managed to come up 

on land to a study on the potential of ‘valleytronics’—based on a 

special property of electrons. In our “Feature highlight”, we present 

exciting new research by senior scientist Zhaomin Hou that involves 

the breaking of nearly unbreakable benzene rings at relatively low 

temperatures in a highly selective way.

Cover story: Researchers at the RIKEN 
BioResource Center are storing biological 

materials and information for health, 
agriculture and conservation. Page 27

© 2014 RIKEN
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People

 Please describe your role at RIKEN.
The Laboratory for Neocortical Development 
aims to understand the organizing principles 
of the cerebral cortex, a highly differenti-
ated brain structure unique to mammalian 
vertebrates. As a scientist at RIKEN, my role 
is to deliver our research findings in the areas 
of developmental neuroscience and neuropa-
thology to the global scientific community.

 Please briefly describe your current 
research. Why is it important?
The anatomical organization of the human 
cerebral cortex was defined almost 150 years 
ago, yet knowledge of how the brain acquires 
the sophisticated state needed to perform 

its complex functions has remained rather 
limited. In my laboratory, we use mouse 
models to decipher the process by which 
the diverse neurons of the cerebral 
cortex are generated and integrated into 
distinct territories to form a functional 
neural circuit.

 How did you become 
interested in your current field 
of research?
After completing my PhD, I began to 
search for a new direction in which 
to take my career. I came across 
several stimulating papers discuss-
ing the concept of cell fate specifica-
tion in the central nervous system, 
which drew me into the field of 
developmental neuroscience.

 What made you decide to 
become a scientist?
As far as I can recall, as a child I 
already wanted to be a scientist. I 
think the numerous books that I read 

elicited my interest in the prospect of 

Summing up  
the brain
Carina Hanashima
Team Leader

Laboratory for Neocortical Development 
RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology
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making new discoveries. I also considered 
becoming a medical doctor but instead 
decided to contribute to medical science by 
pursuing basic research.

 How and when did you join RIKEN?
I was a postdoctoral fellow in the 
United States when I applied to join the 
RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology in 
2007. I was really excited to start a new labo-
ratory at the center, where researchers with 
common interests in developmental biology 
use a variety of model systems to tackle chal-
lenging questions.

 What is the best thing about working 
at RIKEN?
The supporting laboratories at RIKEN help us 
collect data and seek out optimum solutions 
for achieving project goals. Their advice on 
how to take advantage of the state-of-the-art 
genetics, imaging and bioinformatics tech-
nologies available at RIKEN has tremendously 
benefitted our research.

 What has been your most 
memorable experience at RIKEN?
I have been co-organizing the RIKEN Joint 
Retreat since 2011, which brings together 
scientists from different RIKEN centers and 
institutes engaged in biological science to 
share their latest research. The biannual 
event is especially fruitful for young investiga-
tors who want to forge new collaborations. I 
have enjoyed participating in these retreats, 
both as a speaker and as an organizer, and 
am currently in the process of planning the 
upcoming 2015 retreat.

 Please tell us about your 
professional and personal goals.
My personal goals are very much aligned 
with my professional goals. I want to discover 
something new—not just a new molecule 
or cell but a new principle that underlies 
the organization and function of a biological 
system. Ultimately, I hope to contribute to 
both basic and medical science through my 
scientific pursuits. ■

I want to discover a 
new principle that underlies 
the organization and function 
of a biological system.
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People

 Please describe your current 
research. Why is it important?
My research can be divided into two broad 
areas. On the one hand, I develop technologies 
to analyze the transcriptome—the tran-
scribed part of the genome—and its regula-
tion. I believe that biological problems can be 
better addressed using large-scale approaches 
such as the Functional Annotation of the 
Mammalian Genome (FANTOM) project that 
RIKEN initiated almost 15 years ago.

A major discovery by the FANTOM consor-
tium was that the majority of the genome 
is transcribed into noncoding RNAs. My 
other area of research is related to these 
RNAs, many of which have very interest-
ing and important regulatory functions. 
My team plans to screen their functions to 
better understand how regulation occurs in 
human cells.

 What do you think has been the 
most interesting discovery in your 
field in the last few years?
Next-generation sequencing is dramati-
cally changing how we conduct biology. The 
technology is not only used to sequence 
genomes but also to detect gene expression, 
interaction and regulation, as well as for the 
three-dimensional analysis of the spatial con-
formation of the genome. It is a very dynamic 
area that has transformed science.

 What made you decide to become 
a scientist?
Science was always in the air at home. My 
mother had a degree in the natural sciences 
and both my father and grandfather were 
medical doctors. We moved to the country-
side when I was ten years old, where I had a 
huge garden full of plants and animals. The 
garden became the laboratory of my youth.

Finding treasure in 
the genome 
Piero Carninci
Deputy Center Director and Division Director

Division of Genomic Technologies 
RIKEN Center for Life Science Technologies
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 How has being at RIKEN helped 
your research?
RIKEN has given me everything. As a 
researcher, I tend to identify myself by what 
I produce and how I can be useful to the 
field and the scientific community. RIKEN 
has given me the opportunity to fulfill 
my research interests—such as develop-
ing new technologies and applying them 
to make new discoveries—unhindered by 
short-term objectives.

 What has been your most 
memorable experience at RIKEN?
There have been many, but probably the 
most memorable has been the birth of the 
FANTOM consortium and its later success. 
It began in the middle of the summer 
of 2000 with a two-week gathering of 
scientists—some very famous—pre-
tending to ‘annotate the transcrip-
tome function’. We had no idea 
what that meant at the time. But 
surrounded by paddy fields, and 
after a few fun karaoke sessions, 
we emerged as a compact working 
group who then published our first 
Nature paper at the beginning of the 
following year.

 Please tell us about your 
professional and personal goals.
I would like to make more sense of some of 
the ‘noise’ in the genome, and to discover the 
hidden rules behind the noncoding regulatory 

world. I would also like to develop func-
tional noncoding RNAs that can be used for 
research or clinical applications. For example, 
through a RIKEN venture company I am 
currently developing commercial applica-
tions for SINEUPs, a class of noncoding RNA 
that can enhance translation of protein-
coding messenger RNAs. ■

Careers at RIKEN
For further information, visit our Careers page:
Website: www.riken.jp/en/careers
E-mail: pr@riken.jp

Next-generation sequencing is 
dramatically changing how we 
conduct biology. 
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Protein pairing builds  
brain networks
A specific protein interaction is crucial for building networks in the brain and may be important in some  
neurological disorders

Neural networks are formed by the inter-
connection of specific neurons in the brain. 
The molecular mechanisms involved in 
creating these connections, however, have 
so far eluded scientists. Research led by 
Jun Aruga from the RIKEN Brain Science 
Institute has now identified an interac-
tion between two proteins that is crucial for 
making connections between specific types of 
neurons, with implications for some neuro-
logical disorders1.

Connections between neurons are made via 
synapses—small gaps across which chemicals 
called neurotransmitters pass, relaying signals 
from a presynaptic neuron to a postsynaptic 
neuron. Aruga and his colleagues focused on 
a protein called mGluR7, which is found only 
at synapses with a specific type of postsynap-
tic neuron in an area of the brain involved in 
forming memories.

“mGluR7 is located on the presynaptic side 
of connections made with hippocampal local 

inhibitory neurons,” explains Aruga. “Previous 
studies have proposed that this protein 
prevents neurotransmitter release from the 
presynaptic neuron when the neurotransmit-
ter glutamate binds to it.”

The researchers discovered that the localiza-
tion of mGluR7 to specific synapses is deter-
mined by the presence of another protein 
called Elfn1. This protein is found on the other 
side of the same synapses, directly opposite 
mGluR7. When the researchers artificially 

Neurons communicate 
across small gaps called 
synapses. The protein 
mGluR7 is found in 
the membrane of the 
presynaptic neuron 
and the protein Elfn1 is 
found in the opposite 
postsynaptic membrane.
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introduced Elfn1 into cultured cells, mGluR7 
became associated with the same cells, and 
they showed that this was due to a physical 
interaction between the two proteins. Con-
versely, deleting Elfn1 in the brains of 
mice reduced the amount of mGluR7 at 
the synapses.

These changes interfered with the process 
of strengthening connections at synapses, 
which takes place during memory formation, 
and caused patterns of brain waves that 
indicated abnormally high levels of electri-
cal activity. Genetically altered mice also 
exhibited other symptoms that resembled 
human conditions. 

“Deleting Elfn1 increased the susceptibility 
of mice to seizures,” explains Aruga. “It also 
enhanced behaviors similar to attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).”

Indeed, the researchers found that humans 
with epilepsy and ADHD also had a faulty 
version of the gene encoding Elfn1, suggesting 
that a deficit in the ability of Elfn1 to localize 
mGluR7 and form specific connections in 
neural networks is important in some neuro-
logical conditions.

“In combination, the human and mouse 
results implicate the Elfn1–mGluR7 complex 
in the pathophysiology of epilepsy and ADHD, 
at least in part,” explains Aruga, although he 

remains cautious at this early stage of research. 
“Because of sample size limitations, the human 
genetics result is not conclusive, but we are now 
awaiting the results of follow-up studies with 
additional subjects.” ■

Reference
1. Tomioka, N. H., Yasuda, H., Miyamoto, H.,  
Hatayama, M., Morimura, N., Matsumoto, 
Y., Suzuki, T., Odagawa, M., Odaka, Y. S., 
Iwayama, Y. et al. Elfn1 recruits presynaptic 
mGluR7 in trans and its loss results 
in seizures. Nature Communications 5,  
4501 (2014).

Waking up the visual 
system
In rodents awakened from anesthesia, two populations of neurons in the visual cortex change the way they fire in 
response to visual stimuli

The ways that neurons in the brain respond to a 
given stimulus depends on whether an organism 
is asleep, drowsy, awake, paying careful attention 
or ignoring the stimulus. However, while the 
properties of neural circuits in the visual cortex 
are well known, the mechanisms responsible for 
the different patterns of activity in the awake 
and drowsy states remain poorly understood. A 

team of researchers led by Tadaharu Tsumoto 
from the RIKEN Brain Science Institute has 
observed the changes in activity that occur in 
rodents on waking from anesthesia1.

The research team used a technique called 
two-photon functional calcium imaging to 
observe the activity of cells in the visual cortex 
of rats while they are anesthetized and exposed 

to a visual stimulus of an image moving across 
a screen. Using rats with inhibitory neurons 
labeled with a green fluorescent protein, the 
researchers were able to measure the activity 
separately in populations of inhibitory and 
excitatory neurons (see image). The neuronal 
activity in response to visual stimulation under 
anesthesia was recorded, and then the rats were 
allowed to wake and the change in activity of the 
two populations of neurons was observed.

Tsumoto’s team found that inhibitory neurons 
responded more reliably and with stronger 
activity to visual stimuli in the awake state than 
in the anesthetized state. The response of the 
excitatory neurons had a shorter decay time in 
the awake state, which means that their activity 
was more tightly linked to the presentation of 
the visual stimulus than when the animal was 
under the influence of anesthesia.

These changes that occur during wakefulness 
allow neurons in the visual cortex to respond 
more reliably to visual stimuli in their environ-
ment. “If animals are awakened from the drowsy 
state by howls or footsteps of enemies, the sensi-
tivity or resolution of moving visual stimuli will 
increase so that they can more effectively judge Re
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Two-photon image of the three types of cells in the visual cortex of a rat. Neuronal activity is measured via changes in 
fluorescence intensity. Green cells are inhibitory neurons, white cells are excitatory neurons, and red cells are astrocytes.
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how fast and from which location the enemies 
are coming,” explains Tsumoto.

The team then found that the basal forebrain 
region of the brain, which is known to play a 
role in state-dependent changes in cortical 
activity through its acetylcholine neurons, 
is responsible for these shifts in responses of 
neurons in the visual cortex of mice during 
wakefulness. They found that stimulating the 
basal forebrain of anesthetized animals could 
make visual cortical neurons take on the firing 
properties of the awake state. These findings 
highlight the role of the basal forebrain in 

modulating the responses of visual cortical 
neurons during wakefulness. ■

Reference
1. K i m u r a ,  R . ,  S a f a r i ,  M . - S . , 
Mirna ja f i -Zadeh,  J . ,  K imura ,  R . , 
Ebina, T., Yanagawa, Y., Sohya, K. & 
Tsumoto, T. Curtailing effect of awakening 
on visual responses of cortical neurons 
by cholinergic activation of inhibitory 
circuits. The Journal of Neuroscience 34, 
10122–10133 (2014).

Secrets of splicing 
selectivity
Detailed structural analysis reveals how pairs of proteins collaborate to splice 
RNAs into cell-specific products

A team of scientists led by RIKEN researcher 
Yutaka Muto,  in col laborat ion with 
Hidehito Kuroyanagi of Tokyo Medical and 
Dental University and Masatoshi Hagiwara 
of Kyoto University, has revealed some of 
the mechanisms that regulate the mysterious 
RNA splicing process that produces specific 
protein variants1.

Gene expression involves transcription of 
DNA to messenger RNA (mRNA) followed by 

translation of mRNA into proteins. Although 
each gene is coded to produce a single cor-
responding protein, a mechanism known as 
alternative splicing makes it possible for mRNA 
to be translated into any number of different 
proteins. Each mRNA transcript consists of 
numerous protein-coding ‘exon’ segments 
separated by non-coding ‘intron’ segments. 
Alternative splicing is a regulated process 
in which splicing proteins selectively target 

different combinations of exons to produce a 
variety of possible proteins. 

Many splicing proteins rely on elements 
known as RNA-recognition motifs (RRMs) 
to recognize target sequences within mRNA 
introns. Yet these RRMs are very similar to 
one another, and it has remained unclear 
exactly how splicing proteins achieve their 
remarkable selectivity.

Muto, a scientist from the RIKEN Center for 
Life Science Technologies and Musashino Uni-
versity who started this research while at the 
recently reorganized RIKEN Systems and Struc-
tural Biology Center, focused his team’s attention 
on a pair of proteins, ASD-1 and SUP-12. These 
proteins are known to collaboratively coordinate 
alternative splicing of the mRNA encoding the 
signaling protein EGL-15 in the worm species 
Caenorhabditis elegans. EGL-15 undergoes a dis-
tinctive splicing event in muscle tissue that con-
tributes critically to sexual development. ASD-1 is 
expressed throughout the worm’s body, whereas 
SUP-12 is only produced in muscle tissue.

The researchers determined that SUP-12 RRM 
is not very selective on its own, but gets steered 
by ASD-1 RRM to the appropriate 12-nucleo-
tide target sequence within the egl-15 mRNA. 
Detailed structural analysis using nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques revealed 
that ASD-1 RRM binding initiates a rearrange-
ment in the RNA that favors SUP-12 RRM 
binding, resulting in a distinctive complex in 
which a single guanine nucleotide is essentially 
wedged between the two proteins (see image). 
Altering this single nucleotide was sufficient to 
eliminate the muscle-specific alternative splicing 
of EGL-15.

“There have been many reports that multiple 
splicing regulators cooperate for accurate 
splicing on a biochemical level, but our work 

Illustration 
depicting the 
binding mechanism 
for RNA-recognition 
motifs (RRMs) of 
ASD-1 (tan) and 
SUP-12 (cyan) 
with the EGL-15 
mRNA (pink). The 
sandwiched guanine 
nucleotide is shown 
as a solid pink circle.
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is the first structural explanation for the coop-
eration between splicing regulatory factors at 
atomic resolution,” says Muto. His team hopes 
to further determine whether such mechanisms 
are a general feature of cooperative alternative 
splicing scenarios. “We would like to advance 
our structural analysis to take into account the 
dynamic changes in the structure of the RNA 
molecule,” says Muto. ■

Reference
1.  Kuwasako,  K . ,  Takahashi ,  M. , 
Unzai, S., Tsuda, K., Yoshikawa, S., He, F., 
Kobayashi, N., Güntert, P., Shirouzu, M., 
Ito, T. et al. RBFOX and SUP-12 sandwich 
a G base to cooperatively regulate tissue-
specific splicing. Nature Structural & 
Molecular Biology 21, 778–786 (2014).

Keeping plant 
hormone levels  
in check
A protein called GAF1 helps modulate growth-regulating gibberellin  
hormones in plants

Gibberellins are a group of plant hormones 
that control everything from stem elonga-
tion to flowering time and fruit maturation. 
Protein regulators known as DELLAs repress 
the plant growth processes that depend on 
gibberellin hormones, but several studies have 
shown that other molecular mechanisms must 
be involved in helping to control gibberellin-
dependent gene activity.

A team of researchers led by Jutarou 
Fukazawa from the recently reorganized 
RIKEN Plant Science Center has now iden-
tified a previously unknown protein called 
gibberellin insensitive (GAI)-associated 
factor 1 (GAF1) that interacts with DELLAs 
to regulate gibberellin signaling in the model 
plant Arabidopsis thaliana1. 

Overall, gibberellins have a repressive effect 
on the genome, but exactly why has been 
unclear. That there is a strong interrelation-
ship between gibberellins and DELLA proteins 
is widely recognized. Yet the mechanism of 
DELLA proteins, which normally prevent 
transcription factors from binding the DNA 
of target genes that are turned on by gibberel-
lin, does not tell the full story.

Fukazawa’s team, which included research-
ers from the Tokyo University of Science 
and Hiroshima University, discovered GAF1 

using a systematic screening strategy specifi-
cally designed to find proteins that interact 
with a DELLA called GAI. The researchers 
then bred various mutant strains of Arabi-
dopsis to study GAF1 function. Plants deficient 
in GAF1 and a closely related protein called 
INDETERMINATE DOMAIN 1 flowered 
later than wild-type plants and were of shorter 
stature. In contrast, plants with elevated 
levels of GAF1 were taller than normal, with 
extended stems on the germinating seedlings 
(see image).

These phenotypic observations linked 
GAF1 to gibberellin responsiveness. Further 
experiments showed that GAF1 not only 
bound GAI but also various proteins known 
as TOPLESS-RELATED (TPR) proteins, 
which generally dampen gene activity. 
The picture that emerged is one in which 
DELLAs and TPRs interact with GAF1, 
acting as coactivators and corepressors of 
gibberellin-regulated genes, respectively. 
This helps explain why the effect of gib-
berellin on genome-wide gene expression is 
predominantly through repression, whereas 
that of DELLAs is through activation. It also 
pinpoints GAF1 as a central mediator of gene 
activity with a dual function, depending on its 
binding partner.

According to Fukazawa, these findings 
could have important implications for plant 
breeding and the agriculture industry. “The 
GAF1 complex is involved in gibberel-
lin homeostasis and growth regulation,” 
Fukazawa explains. “We generated two kinds 
of mutated GAF1 proteins, which acted either 
as constitutive activators or constitutive 
repressors. This means we can control the 
function of the GAF1 complex, which could 
lead to control of flowering time and plant 
growth using these mutated GAF1 proteins.” ■

Reference
1. Fukazawa, J., Teramura, H., Murakoshi, S., 
Nasuno, K., Nishida, N., Ito, T., Yoshida, M., 
Kamiya, Y., Yamaguchi, S. & Takahashi, Y. 
DELLAs function as coactivators of GAI-
ASSOCIATED FACTOR1 in regulation of 
gibberellin homeostasis and signaling 
in Arabidopsis .  The Plant Cel l  26,  
2920–2938 (2014).
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Gibberellin-insensitive-associated factor 1 (GAF1) 
promotes gibberellin responsiveness, as seen in a 
GAF1-overexpressing plant (left), a GAF1-deficient 
mutant (right) and a normal plant (center).
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Chemistry

Breaking bonds  
in benzene
An easy method for rearranging the carbon–carbon bonds in aromatic molecules at low 
temperature could open up new possibilities in synthetic organic chemistry
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O rganic chemicals built on skeletons 
of bonded carbon atoms provide the 
chemical foundation of life and most of 
our pharmaceuticals, polymers and fuels. 

Synthetic chemists are very interested in f inding 
simple and controlled ways to break and reform the 
bonds between carbon atoms, but these bonds are 
quite stable and are therefore unreactive under many 
reaction conditions. Many of the methods that can be 
used to break these bonds require high temperatures 
and are relatively non-selective, generating a mixture 
of products. These difficulties are particularly pro-
nounced for benzene, an organic compound con-
sisting of six hydrogen and six carbon atoms (C6H6) 
that is the best-known example of the vast range of 
ring-like ‘aromatic’ compounds.

Selective cleavage of the carbon–carbon bonds 
of some aromatic compounds has been shown to 
be possible under particular conditions using transi-
tion metals, but whether this more efficient cleavage 
process is possible for benzene under mild conditions 
was unknown.

In a discovery that promises to make this 
carbon–carbon bond manipulation much easier 
and more eff icient, Zhaomin Hou, Shaowei Hu 
and Takanori Shima from the Advanced Catalysis 
Research Group at the RIKEN Center for Sustainable 
Resource Science have developed a technique that 
allows carbon–carbon bonds in benzene to be broken 
at low temperature in a highly selective manner1. “This 
is the first well-defined molecular system that enables 
carbon–carbon bond cleavage and skeleton rearrange-
ment of benzene at room temperature,” says Hou.

Benzene is found in crude oil and is a hazardous 
and carcinogenic substance as well as a significant 
pollutant. Other aromatic compounds are widespread 
in the natural world, forming important parts of many 
of the key molecules of life. Aromatic compounds 
were initially given that name due to the distinctive 
aroma of those first discovered, including benzene, 
but many are actually odorless. The true link 
between all of the aromatics is their unique electronic 
structure. In a simple representation, this structure 
looks as if it comprises alternating single and double 
carbon–carbon bonds arranged in a cyclic manner. 
The truth, however, is more subtle and interesting: 
each carbon atom in an aromatic ring contains one 
free electron, and these electrons are distributed 
around the ring to form a unique circular electron 
arrangement that bonds the carbon atoms together. 

A useful surprise
Hou’s discovery of an easy and selective way to break 
carbon–carbon bonds in benzene arose out of a long-
standing interest in catalysts consisting of complexes 
of rare-earth metals combined with hydrogen atoms 
and other chemical groups. Hou had specif ically 
been looking at ‘multinuclear’ hydrides, so called ©
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Zhaomin Hou  
Zhaomin Hou graduated 
from the China University 
of Petroleum in 1982 
and obtained his PhD in 
chemistry in 1989 from 
Kyushu University in Japan. 
After postdoctoral training 
at RIKEN and the University 
of Windsor in Canada, he 
joined RIKEN as a research 
scientist in 1993. Hou was 
promoted to senior scientist 
in 1997 and chief scientist 
in 2002. From 2013, he has 
been concurrently working 
as deputy center director 
of the RIKEN Center for 
Sustainable Resource 
Science (CSRS) and group 
director of the Advanced 
Catalysis Research Group 
at the CSRS. His research 
interests include the 
activation and utilization 
of small molecules such 
as nitrogen gas and 
carbon dioxide and the 
development of more 
efficient, selective catalysts 
for synthesizing functional 
molecules and polymers.
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because their molecules contain several metal atoms 
(Fig. 1). In previous work, he used these complexes to 
activate small molecules such as carbon monoxide, 
carbon dioxide, hydrogen and nitrogen. Hou and his 
colleagues were surprised by the unusually high reac-
tivity of a specific trinuclear titanium heptahydride 
complex containing three titanium atoms and seven 
hydrogen atoms together with three cyclopentadienyl 
groups (five-membered carbon rings). This observa-
tion prompted the researchers to investigate whether 
the titanium heptahydride could activate other chem-
ically inactive molecules, including benzene.

Their experiments involved preparation of a 
solution of the titanium heptahydride in benzene and 
letting it stand at room temperature in an unreac-
tive argon atmosphere. After a few days, they found 
that dark green crystals had formed, which x-ray 
diffraction analysis revealed to be a new complex 
containing a cyclopentenyl ring of five linked carbon 
atoms—a complex formed by breaking a carbon–
carbon bond of the benzene ring and forming a new, 
single carbon–carbon bond to attach a methyl (CH3) 
group to a five-membered carbon ring (Fig. 2). The 
process also involved the addition of hydrogen atoms, 
yielding a product that was no longer aromatic. 
The rearrangement reaction was highly specif ic, 

producing the new structure, called methylcyclopen-
tenyl, with high conversion efficiency.

Hou’s team was keen to learn as much as possible 
about the precise mechanism by which this surpris-
ing rearrangement reaction was achieved, in part 
because this knowledge might reveal strategies for 
rearranging the bonds of other aromatic molecules. 
They therefore repeated the reaction at a lower 
temperature of 10 °C. These conditions led to the 
observation of several intermediate compounds. 
These studies gave the researchers good insight into 
precisely how the various bonds were broken and 
new bonds formed during the transformation.

Wider applications
“Our results suggest that multinuclear titanium 
hydrides could serve as a unique platform for the 
activation of aromatic molecules,” says Hou. He has 
already achieved similar results with the aromatic 
compound toluene and is moving on to other 
aromatics. He points out that the reactivity of the 
complexes could be fine-tuned by changing the com-
bination of metals and the ligand groups attached to 
the metals. This work may therefore open up new 
possibilities for exploiting the chemical potential of 
benzene and other aromatic compounds.

The research also sheds light on the ways in which 
related industrial catalysts may work, and could even 
reveal aspects of the mechanisms by which enzymes 
transform aromatic compounds in nature. This work 
with benzene significantly extends the earlier work 
by Hou’s Advanced Catalysis Research Group, which 
is developing new generations of catalysts for more 
eff icient, selective chemical transformations. The 
group is also focusing on catalysts that can minimize 
the use of rare and expensive metals and that can 
enable carbon dioxide to be used as a raw material 
for the synthesis of useful chemicals. 

Reference
1. Hu, S., Shima, T. & Hou, Z. Carbon–carbon bond 
cleavage and rearrangement of benzene by a trinuclear 
titanium hydride. Nature 512, 413–415 (2014).
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Figure 1: Multinuclear 
(or multimetallic) 

hydrides have several 
metal atoms (M) bonded to 

hydrogen atoms (H) and larger 
organic ligand groups (L).  

A hexagonal benzene 
molecule is shown at the top 

of the figure, bound to the 
multinuclear hydride.

Figure 2: An example of 
the rearrangements of 

benzene achieved when 
combined with the trinuclear 

titanium heptahydride.
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Atomic nuclei display  
their aura
Nuclear physics experiments reveal a neutron halo around neutron-rich magnesium nuclei

Most stable atomic nuclei are made up of 
roughly an equal number of protons and 
neutrons. With the right equipment, however, 
physicists can create nuclei with many addi-
tional neutrons. These neutron-rich nuclei are 
short-lived but represent an important tool for 
developing a better understanding of how the 
elements in the Universe were created.

A collaborative study led by Nobuyuki 
Kobayashi and Takashi Nakamura from the 
Tokyo Institute of Technology involving 
researchers from the RIKEN Nishina Center 
for Accelerator-Based Science has now revealed 
that the extra neutrons in a neutron-rich 
magnesium nucleus produce a neutron halo1.

The researchers used RIKEN’s Radioactive 
Isotope Beam Factory to produce nuclei of 
magnesium-37, consisting of 25 neutrons and 

12 protons. To examine its properties, they 
observed what happened when these nuclei 
were bombarded against a lead target. “We 
found that the magnesium-37 nuclei broke up 
easily into a magnesium-36 core and a single 
neutron,” says Kobayashi. “Thus, we concluded 
that magnesium-37 has a neutron halo.”

Neutron halos are a dilute cloud of neutrons 
that surround the more tightly packed 
neutrons and protons found at the center of 
a nucleus. They have been identified in the 
past, but predominantly in nuclei with fewer 
than 20 neutrons. Magnesium-37 is so far the 
heaviest nuclei to have been found to have a 
nuclear halo. Evidence of a halo-like structure 
also implies that magnesium-37 nuclei are 
deformed and do not conform to the conven-
tional spherical shape.

The researchers then performed a similar 
experiment using a carbon target. Whereas the 
lead-target experiments revealed the reaction 
of the nuclei to electrostatic forces, the use of 
a carbon target made it possible to study the 
response of magnesium-37 to nuclear forces, 
which are sensitive to the rotational motion 
of the neutrons. The halo neutrons found in 
previously studied light nuclei, in which the 
core is surrounded by a single neutron, have 
no rotation and are known as s-wave halos. In 
contrast, Kobayashi and his colleagues found 
that the halo neutron in magnesium-37 had a 
measurable angular momentum or rotation, 
called a p-wave halo.

The results provide a vital insight into why 
some nuclei are stable while others decay. “Our 
results indicate that the formation of halos may 

Neutron-rich magnesium 
nuclei have a neutron 
halo that extends beyond 
the tightly packed core of 
the nucleus.
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be a universal feature in neutron-rich nuclei,” 
explains Ken-ichiro Yoneda, one of the RIKEN 
researchers who contributed to the project. 
“The reason why they exist, however, is still 
unclear. We hope to accumulate more detailed 
information about other neutron-rich nuclei so 
that we can better understand the halo-forma-
tion mechanism.” ■

Reference
1.  Kobayashi ,  N. ,  Nakamura,  T. , 
Kondo, Y., Tostevin, J. A., Utsuno, Y., Aoi, N., 
Baba, H., Barthelemy, R., Famiano, M. A., 
Fukuda, N. et al. Observation of a p-wave 
one-neutron halo configuration in 37Mg. 
Physical Review Letters 112, 242501 (2014).

Putting quantum 
forces on the map
Mapping the relationship between two quantum effects in materials 
known as topological insulators could facilitate the development of 
quantum-based, low-power electronics

At very low temperatures and under strong 
magnetic fields, thin films of semiconducting 
materials can display a phenomenon known 
as the quantum Hall (QH) effect, which can 
allow electrons to flow with no energy loss. In 
a newly discovered class of materials known 
as topological insulators, the same state can 
be achieved without an external magnetic 
field—a quality that has spurred interest in 
the development of low-power electronics 
and other promising applications.

Researchers from the RIKEN Center for 
Emergent Matter Science, the University 
of Tokyo and Tohoku University in Japan 
have now experimentally mapped the rela-
tionship between the quantum anomalous 
Hall (QAH) effect in topological insulators 
and the well-known QH effect in semicon-
ductors. This advance is anticipated to facili-
tate the development of technologies based 
on QAH1.

Topological insulators are electrically insu-
lating in their bulk but metallically conduc-
tive at their surfaces. The QAH state occurs 
in these materials at low temperatures when 
ferromagnetic forces around magnetic 
ions interact with conductive surface 
electrons (see image).

The researchers conducted experiments to 
investigate whether the same rules that govern 
the formation of conventional QH states also 
apply to the QAH effect. They fabricated 

a topological insulator, chromium-doped 
bismuth antimony telluride, and placed it in 
a special circuit that allows the conductiv-
ity to be measured in two dimensions while 
varying the sample temperature or charge 
carrier density.

As the charge carrier density of the sample 
was varied and the conduction state moved to 
the QAH state, the researchers saw that the 
electron conductivities maintained similar 
characteristics and an identical, quantized 
minimum conductance value. Temperature-
dependent measurements of the QAH system 
also revealed a crossover from an insulating 
to a metallic state—a transformation that also 
occurs in QH states.

According to Ryutaro Yoshimi from the 
research team, this is clear evidence that 
the quantization rules for both quantum 
Hall effects are the same and that they can 
be understood within the framework of the 
same quantized phenomenon. “This is quite 
a surprising finding because the origins of 
the QAH and QH effects are completely 
different,” he notes.

M

The quantum anomalous Hall effect occurs when electrons (black spheres) experience a magnetic force (M) 
perpendicular to the direction of current flow due to ferromagnetic ions in the material structure.
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The team then plotted the conductivity data 
onto a two-dimensional map to determine 
the stable and unstable points of electron state 
flow in the quantized system. “The map gives 
us a way to immediately visualize if a material 
shows the QAH effect when cooled,” says 
Yoshimi. “When we consider the universality 
of quantum conductivity in various materials, 
this map becomes quite useful.” ■

Reference
1.  Checkelsky, J.  G.,  Yoshimi, R ., 
Tsukazak i ,  A . ,  Takahashi ,  K .  S . , 
Kozuka, Y., Falson, J., Kawasaki, M. & 
Tokura, Y. Trajectory of the anomalous Hall 
effect towards the quantized state in a 
ferromagnetic topological insulator. Nature 
Physics 10, 731–736 (2014).

Oxygen extends 
graphene’s  
reach
The addition of oxygen atoms to graphene carbon on metal substrates 
opens up new possibilities for graphene chemistry

Carbon in the form of graphene—a two-dimen-
sional sheet of carbon atoms in a hexagonal 
network—is strong, flexible and an excellent 
electrical conductor. These characteristics 
make the material very attractive for applica-
tions as diverse as electronics, desalination and 
energy storage. The addition of other elements 

to the surface of graphene can modify the 
material’s physical and chemical properties, 
extending the range of possible applications 
even further.

Yousoo Kim, Jaehoon Jung and col-
leagues from the RIKEN Surface and 
Interface Science Laboratory have now 

performed theoretical calculations that show 
that the addition of oxygen to graphene on metal 
substrates results in enhanced functionalization1.

To explore the functionalization of graphene 
using oxygen, the researchers calculated the 
adsorption energies of different arrangements 
of oxygen atoms on freestanding graphene, 
graphite (multilayered graphene) or graphene 
on a copper substrate. When added to graphene, 
oxygen usually forms bridges between neighbor-
ing carbon atoms to create a structure known as 
an epoxide, and this structure is exactly what 
emerged as the most stable arrangement in both 
graphene and graphite. For graphene on copper, 
however, each oxygen atom preferred to bond 
to a single carbon atom that lies above a gap in 
the copper lattice, forming what is known as an 
enolate structure (see image).

The enolate configuration in freestand-
ing graphene destabilizes neighboring carbon 
atoms. On a copper substrate, however, strong 
interaction between the copper and carbon 
results in enhanced stability. This offers the pos-
sibility of controlling the chemical structure and 
enabling the design of functional materials.

The researchers also showed that changing 
from the epoxide to the enolate form takes 
only a small amount of energy, suggest-
ing that a uniform distribution of enolates 
could be produced by treatment at relatively 
low temperature.

Tailoring the distribution and bonding 
of oxygen atoms by converting epoxides to 
enolates could be used to tune the electronic 
properties of the material. “We believe that 
the existence of graphene enolate can open 

Oxygen (red) bridges two 
carbon atoms in free-
standing graphene (right), 
but prefers an enolate 
configuration (left) when 
the graphene is placed on a 
metal (blue) substrate.
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a new approach to building graphene-related 
electronic devices, with opportunities for new 
graphene chemistry, such as graphene-based 
catalysts,” says Jung.

Enolate was found to be even more stable 
when bound to graphene on a nickel substrate, 
implying that the properties of oxygenated 

graphene could also be controlled by the 
selection of metal partners. “Graphene enolates 
might be observed on most metal substrates,” 
says Jung. “We now plan to experimen-
tally realize the graphene enolate on a metal 
substrate using a scanning tunneling micros-
copy technique.” ■

Reference
1. Jung, J., Lim, H., Oh, J. & Kim, Y. 
Functionalization of graphene grown 
on metal substrate with atomic oxygen: 
Enolate vs epoxide. Journal of the American 
Chemical Society 136, 8528–8531 (2014).

The power of symmetry
The properties of a broad range of physical systems can be understood in terms of the unifying framework  
of symmetry

Symmetry is one of the most fundamen-
tal concepts in nature, and it can give rise 
to profound and wide-reaching physical 
effects. A one-dimensional wire, for example, 
has a different symmetry and very different 
mechanical properties to those of a two-
dimensional sheet of the same material. 
Tomoya Hayata and Yoshimasa Hidaka 
from the RIKEN Nishina Center for Accel-
erator-Based Science have now studied the 
consequences of breaking symmetry for 
various systems found in nature, providing a 
powerful, general framework to describe the 
link between properties and symmetries1.

Crystalline materials consist of a periodic 
arrangement of atoms with a certain crystal  
structure, and as such can have a number of 
symmetries within each crystallographic unit. 
Deforming a crystal by bending elastically 
displaces atoms from their original crystal-
lographic positions, breaking the symmetry 
through translational movement. Bending 
requires the application of a force, which 
scientists usually describe in terms of the 
strengths of the atomic bonds that need to be 
overcome for the atoms to move.

To stretch a crystal, on the other hand, 
requires application of a force that is deter-
mined by the length to which the crystal 
is stretched. Mathematically, the relation-
ship between force and stretch is deter-
mined by a parameter of elasticity. Atomically, 
stretching causes atoms to undergo elastic 
vibrations known as Nambu–Goldstone 
modes. Such properties are very general, 
applying not only to crystals, but also to 
phenomena in magnetism and particle 
physics. Despite this broad relevance, Snowflakes are an example of the multiple geometric symmetries that arise in nature.
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however, “The relationships between broken 
symmetries, elastic variables, and Nambu–
Goldstone modes have not been well under-
stood,” notes Hidaka.

The researchers tackled this problem by 
studying the relationship between broken 
symmetries and the parameters of elastic-
ity describing such processes. They also 
established counting rules for the broken 
symmetries and the number of elastic 
variables needed to describe the properties 

of the system. The mathematical framework 
developed by Hayata and Hidaka is very 
general; they showed that it is applicable to a 
broad variety of systems, including molecules 
and crystals as well as subatomic particles 
and forces.

The study highlights the power of symmetry 
in nature and how symmetry can provide 
a unifying language across many natural 
systems. Future research by Hayata and Hidaka 
will focus specifically on Nambu–Goldstone 

modes, which in addition to symmetry and 
elastic variables, determine many system prop-
erties. “The next step is to clarify the relation 
between the elastic variables and Nambu–
Goldstone modes,” says Hidaka. ■

Reference
1. Hayata, T. & Hidaka, Y. Broken spacetime 
symmetries and elastic variables. Physics 
Letters B 735, 195–199 (2014).

Nickel maintains 
its double magic
A test of fundamental atomic models confirms that nickel-78 is a 
‘doubly magic’ isotope

The stability of atoms can vary consider-
ably from one element to the next, and 
also between isotopes of the same element 
(whose nuclei contain the same number of 
protons but different numbers of neutrons). 
While many isotopes are unstable and 
rapidly undergo radioactive decay, certain 
‘magic’ isotopes show exceptional stability. 

Clarifying the properties of these stable 
isotopes is essential for understanding 
how the chemical elements formed in the 
early Universe. 

In an important step toward verifying various 
theoretical models, Shunji Nishimura and col-
leagues from the RIKEN Nishina Center for 
Accelerator-Based Science have now verified 

the magic numbers of an enigmatic ‘doubly 
magic’ isotope, nickel-781.

The magic numbers for isotope stability 
are well established for isotopes with 
similar numbers of protons and neutrons. 
The seven most widely recognized magic 
numbers are 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 and 
126; these correspond to the number of 
particles needed to completely fill proton 
or neutron ‘shells’ in the nucleus. The 
n i c k e l - 7 8  ( 7 8Ni )  i s o t o p e  c o n t a i n s 
28 protons and 50 neutrons, making it 
doubly magic according to this series. 
However, isotopes with such a large excess 
of neutrons compared to protons are 
predicted to have different magic numbers, 
and some theoretical models even suggest 
that 78Ni is not magic at all. Consequently, 
much attention has been paid to the magic 
properties of 78Ni in efforts to verify theo-
retical models of nuclear physics and the 
formation of heavy elements.

Settling the issue of the magic stability of 
78Ni experimentally, however, has proved 
challenging. “Many experiments have been 
carried out to identify systematic trends in 
nuclear properties near 78Ni,” says Nishimura. 
“Yet there has been no clear evidence on 
whether 78Ni is a double-magic nuclei due 
to the extremely low production yield of 
this isotope.”

Fortunately, RIKEN’s Radioactive Isotope 
Beam Factory is capable of generating high 
yields of exotic and rare isotopes like 78Ni 
(see image). Using this facility, in combina-
tion with the newly developed WAS3ABi 
detector, the research team was able to 
perform measurements of 78Ni decay with 
unprecedented precision. The experiments 
confirmed the doubly magic status of 78Ni, 
providing valuable insights into the behavior 
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Heat map showing the production of exotic isotopes at the RIKEN Radioactive Isotope Beam Factory (RIBF). This facility 
can produce nickel-78 (78Ni) in yields sufficient for highly precise decay measurements.
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of exotic nuclei with large neutron excess. 
Such neutron-rich nuclei play an important 
role in the production of elements heavier 
than the most stable element iron, such as 
gold and uranium. “We hope to solve one of 
the biggest mysteries of this century—where 
and how were the heavy elements created in 
the Universe?” explains Nishimura. ■

Reference
1. Xu, Z. Y., Nishimura, S., Lorusso, G., 
Browne, F., Doornenbal, P., Gey, G., Jung, H.-S., 
Li, Z., Niikura, M., Söderström, P.-A. et al. 
β-decay half-lives of 76,77Co, 79,80Ni, and 81Cu: 
Experimental indication of a doubly magic 
78Ni. Physical Review Letters 113, 032505 (2014).

A critical point for 
the materials of 
tomorrow
Theoretical calculations predict an exotic state of matter in which electrons 
barely interact with each other

Naoto Nagaosa and Bohm-Jung Yang from the 
RIKEN Center for Emergent Matter Science 
and co-workers have discovered a previously 
unknown state of matter that can occur when 
matter switches from one exotic quantum state 
to another at temperatures near absolute zero1.

Matter is conventionally classified as solid, 
liquid, gas or plasma depending on the 

interaction and organization of its atoms. 
Recently, however, scientists have identified 
novel ‘quantum phases’ of matter that occur 
at extremely low temperatures near absolute 
zero as a result of specific types of interac-
tions among electrons that only occur at these 
low temperatures. Just as early physicists were 
intrigued by classical changes from one state to 

another with increasing temperature, such as a 
solid melting to a liquid or a liquid evaporat-
ing into a gas, today’s researchers are now fasci-
nated by changes between these exotic quantum 
phases brought about by quantum-level fluctua-
tions known as quantum phase transitions.

Topological insulators are an example of 
an exotic quantum state in which the two-
dimensional surface displays a protected con-
ducting state that cannot be broken regardless 
of the nature of the surface, while the bulk of 
the material is insulating. However, it has 
been realized recently that topological phases 
can also occur in metallic systems.

One representative example of metallic top-
ological states is a Weyl semimetal, which has 
topologically stable two-dimensional surfaces 
while its bulk state is electrically conductive. 
Through an investigation of the quantum 
phase transition between the Weyl semimetal 
and an insulator near absolute zero tem-
perature, the researchers discovered a novel 
quantum criticality at the boundary between 
the two quantum states (see image).

“Topological quantum phase transitions 
are mediated by unusual particles, called 
anisotropic Weyl fermions, that have prop-
erties distinct from those of conventional 
electrons,” explains Nagaosa. The analysis by 
Nagaosa and his co-workers indicates that at 
the quantum critical point, anisotropic Weyl 
fermions are effectively non-interacting, 
which is in stark contrast to the behavior of 
conventional electrons.

“We show that the peculiar nature of these 
particles at the critical point gives rise to 
an unconventional quantum criticality in 
topological materials,” says Nagaosa. “Our 
ultimate goal is to further develop this theory 
and construct a general framework to under-
stand and classify various quantum critical 
points associated with the topological phases 
allowed in nature.”

The result provides a more complete under-
standing of the electron–electron interactions 
that are at the heart of technologically relevant 
properties of advanced materials such as 
magnetism and superconductivity, and opens 
the door to new material physics. ■

Reference
1. Yang, B.-J., Moon, E.-G., Isobe, H. 
& Nagaosa, N. Quantum criticality 
of  topological  phase transit ions 
in  three-dimensional  interact ing 
electronic systems. Nature Physics 10, 
774–778 (2014).

Insulator Weyl SM

Quantum 
Critical

Temperature

The critical point (red circle) between an insulator and the Weyl semimetal (SM) near absolute zero could provide a 
playground for unusual physics never seen before in conventional materials.
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Neutron holes 
achieve metastable 
status
A surprisingly long-lived excited state in a neutron-rich nucleus could help to 
better understand nuclear shell structure

The stability of an atomic nucleus strongly 
depends on the number of protons and neutrons 
it contains. Some nuclei can, in principle, live 
forever, whereas others last only a fraction of 
a second before decaying into different nuclei. 
Hiroshi Watanabe from the RIKEN Nishina 

Center for Accelerator-Based Science and a long 
list of co-workers from Japan and around the 
world have now identified a long-lived meta-
stable state in a neutron-rich nucleus that helps 
build a better picture of the forces that hold 
matter together1.

In the 1940s and 50s, nuclear physicists 
developed a model to understand nuclear 
stability in which the nucleus is viewed as a series 
of shells. Each shell accommodates a specific 
number of protons or neutrons, and nuclei in 
which all the shells are full are expected to be 
highly stable. This simple model is supported by 
the experimental observation that nuclei with 
2, 8, 20, 28, 50 or 82 protons or neutrons have 
long lifetimes. These have become known as the 
‘magic numbers’ of nuclei stability.

“We now understand that this shell structure 
and the resultant magic numbers arise because 
the protons and neutrons occupy discrete, or 
quantized, energy levels in the nucleus,” explains 
Watanabe. Yet many questions remain as to 
why some magic numbers are unstable in some 
nuclei, and how this shell structure evolves in 
nuclei with a large imbalance between protons 
and neutrons.

To search for some answers, the researchers 
investigated the structure of the palladium-126 
nucleus, which comprises 46 protons and 
80 neutrons. Palladium-126 is important for 
building a better understanding of nuclear 
shell structure because it has two ‘holes’ in the 
neutron shell, which can magnify the effect of 
even a tiny divergence from the neutron magic 
number of 82.

Using RIKEN’s Radioactive Isotope Beam 
Factory, the researchers produced a filtered 
beam of palladium-126 nuclei and observed 
their decay (see image) using the Euroball–
RIKEN Cluster Array (EURICA) detector 
system. The results revealed a relatively long-
lived excited state, known as an isomer, with a 
lifetime approximately half that of the ground 
state of palladium-126—the first time that 
anyone had observed this isomeric state in 
palladium-126.

“This excited state is surprising because 
all similar known isomers in this nuclear 
region survive for a much shorter time,” says 
Watanabe. “Hopefully, we will be able to 
explore further neutron-rich nuclei and see if 
similar long-lived isomers appear, which could 
serve as a sensitive probe of the nuclear shells 
and their evolution.” ■

Reference
1. Watanabe, H., Lorusso, G., Nishimura, S., 
Otsuka, T., Ogawa, K., Xu, Z. Y., Sumikama, T., 
Söderström, P.-A., Doornenbal, P., Li, Z. et 
al. Monopole-driven shell evolution below 
the doubly magic nucleus 132Sn explored 
with the long-lived isomer in 126Pd. Physical 
Review Letters 113, 042502 (2014).

A long-lived excited state isomer in palladium-126 was identified using the Euroball–RIKEN Cluster Array (EURICA) 
detector by observing the beta (β-) rays, gamma (γ) rays and atomic electrons (e-) given off by the palladium-126 isomer 
as it decays.
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RIKEN Center for Life Science Technologies

Scanning for 
health and 
disease
The Division of Bio-Function Dynamics Imaging at the RIKEN Center for 
Life Science Technologies is developing advanced imaging techniques to 
transform medical diagnostics and therapeutics
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Many mysteries still surround the 
human body. In particular, the 
molecular and cellular processes 
of the body’s systems and organs, 

and their occasional malfunctions, remain 
largely unobserved at the macroscale. But 
RIKEN researchers are shedding light on 
these mysteries by developing advanced 
imaging techniques that permit the real-time 
observation of intricate internal processes.

In 2013, RIKEN merged its previously 
isolated research initiatives in molecular 
imaging into one central organization 
dedicated to a holistic, biological understand-
ing of health and pathology. Techniques 
developed by the Division of Bio-Function 
Dynamics Imaging at the RIKEN Center for 
Life Science Technologies (CLST) could revo-
lutionize both pre-emptive medicine, which 
seeks to identify incipient diseases at the 
molecular level well before they reach the 
stage of manifesting recognizable symptoms, 
and regenerative medicine, which harnesses 
the body’s innate healing ability to restore 
optimum health.

A game of tag
To achieve this goal, researchers at the 
division take advantage of state-of-the-art 
facilities at the RIKEN Kobe and Wako 
campuses. These facilities include magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) systems and 
computed tomography (CT) scanners that 
respectively use magnetic fields in conjunc-
tion with radio waves and x-rays to noninva-
sively penetrate the body and visualize slices 
of internal tissue. While positron emission 
tomography (PET) scanners trace the 
movement of radioactively labeled molecules 
introduced into the body, gamma-ray 
emission imaging (GREI) cameras—the first 
of their kind—can also join this game of tag, 
allowing biometals and bioactive molecules to 
be simultaneously visualized.

Some of the 14 laboratories at the Division 
of Bio-Function Dynamics Imaging construct 
these next-generation imaging devices, 
whereas others customize the associ-
ated markers so that specif ic biological 
phenomena, including diseased states, can 
be imaged. Researchers use the on-site baby 
cyclotrons, ‘hot’ labs and automated synthe-
sizers to produce and process radioactive 
isotopes for PET imaging. These customized 
markers have greatly enhanced the usefulness 
of PET for monitoring the fate of drugs and 
the manifestation of disease in the body.

For example, to study the antidepressant 
effects of the anesthetic ketamine, research-
ers at the division radioactively labeled two 
molecules associated with the signaling of 
the neurotransmitter serotonin. They then 
used PET to monitor the movement of these 
tagged markers in the brains of conscious 
monkeys following ketamine treatment. From 
the resulting scans, they identified increased 
activity in two brain regions involved in regu-
lating the reward response. Similarly, other 

researchers at the division tagged molecules 
associated with neuroinflammation in patients 
suffering from chronic fatigue syndrome, 
which helped identify a link between inflam-
mation and the debilitating disease.

Pre-empting disease
The division also supports several major 
national-level initiatives, including a molecular 
imaging research program for innovation in 
drug discovery and diagnostic technology, a 
project to advance cell replacement therapies 
for Parkinson’s disease using induced pluripo-
tent stem cells, and a large-scale, neuroimag-
ing-based study of Alzheimer’s disease.

Technologies developed at the division will 
expand and enhance the clinician’s toolkit 
by providing new drugs and an extensive 
palette of specialized biomarkers for identify-
ing the onset of various diseases prior to the 
appearance of symptoms. Ultimately, bioim-
aging tools could demystify the human body 
in the same way that satellites have done for 
the Earth. 

A three-tesla magnetic resonance imaging scanner (above and opposite page) installed at the RIKEN Center for 
Life Science Technologies in August 2014 will be used for preclinical research.
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Cerebrovascular
diseases

Cancers
Heart diseases

Senility

Diseases of 
the liver

Suicide 

Pneumonia

Tuberculosis

Accidents

Stroke 21.5%

Dementia 
15.3%

Parkinson’s 
disease 3.2%

Frailty 13.7%

Joint 
disease 10.9%

Other 18.3%Other 18.3%

Diabetes 3%

Heart
disease 3.9%

Fracture 
and fall 10.2%

Causes of death in JapanNursing care
needs in Japan

Cancer is the most common cause of death in Japan.Mental health accounted for over 40% of the nursing care needs in Japan in 2010.
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Memories get the  
emotional switch
Neurons that encode whether a memory is positive or negative can be reprogrammed to switch the emotional 
association of the experience

Memories of experiences are encoded in the 
brain along with contextual and emotional 
information such as where the experience took 
place and whether it was positive or negative. 
This allows for the formation of memory asso-
ciations that might assist in survival. Just how 
this positive and negative encoding occurs, 
however, has remained unclear.

Susumu Tonegawa and colleagues from 
the RIKEN–MIT Center for Neural Circuit 
Genetics have now discovered that neurons 
in the hippocampus region of the brain can 
be artificially switched to encode memories 
as either positive or negative regardless of the 
original experience1.

Tonegawa’s research team used genetic tech-
niques to mark neurons in the dorsal dentate 

gyrus region of the hippocampus and the 
basolateral complex of the amygdala (BLA) 
in male mice. Memories are encoded in both 
these regions as specific groups of activated 
cells called ‘engrams’, but each region encodes 
the memory in slightly different ways: the BLA 
encodes positive and negative memory ‘valence’, 
while the dorsal dentate gyrus encodes contex-
tual information such as emotion.

The genetic labeling, which involved 
using a light-sensitive ion channel called 
channelrhodopsin, was activated by the 
formation of either a positive memory, in 
this case exposure to females, or a negative 
memory associated with a foot shock. The 
cells that expressed this channel could 
be subsequently activated by exposure to 

light (see image); doing so induced aversive 
responses in mice that had experienced foot 
shocks, and appetitive responses in those that 
had experienced female interactions.

 The researchers then used light to activate 
the hippocampal or BLA neurons that had 
been labeled during the formation of a 
positive memory while exposing the mice 
to foot shocks. The next time the animals 
were tested, light activation of those hip-
pocampal neurons that had initially induced 
appetitive responses instead led the mice to 
exhibit aversive responses. However, BLA 
neurons could not be switched in this way, 
indicating that only neurons in the hip-
pocampus have plasticity in their encoding of 
positive or negative memories.

A magnified image of a 
mouse brain showing 
memory cells (red) that 
can be turned ‘on’ and ‘off’ 
using light delivered by a 
fiber optic cable (black).
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The valence of hippocampal neurons, the 
researchers found, could be switched from 
both good to bad and bad to good using 
this technique, with the switch attributed 
to a change in the strength of connections 
between the hippocampal and BLA neurons 
of each engram.

The findings provide new insight into 
how memories can be altered after they are 
formed. The possibility of inducing similar 
changes to memory valence in humans 
could also offer hope of a treatment for those 
suffering from conditions such as post-trau-
matic stress disorder. 

Reference
1. Redondo, R. L., Kim, J., Arons, A. L., Ramirez, 
S., Liu, X. & Tonegawa, S. Bidirectional switch 
of the valence associated with a hippocampal 
contextual memory engram. Nature 513, 
426–430 (2014).

The constant nibble that 
keeps cancer at bay
An enzymatic pathway that destroys a tiny RNA molecule helps keep cancer and other diseases linked to cell 
proliferation in check

MicroRNAs, although tiny compared to their 
protein-coding messenger RNA counterparts, 
wield a powerful influence over the expression 
of a wide range of genes. These molecules bind 
to specific messenger RNAs that contain com-
plementary nucleotide sequences (see image) 
and target them for destruction, thereby 
reducing the production of the messenger-
RNA-encoded protein. Michiel de Hoon and 
colleagues from the RIKEN Center for Life 
Science Technologies have now revealed an 
unusual mechanism that controls the activity of 
the miR-21 microRNA, which is overexpressed 
in most cancers1.

The researchers initially set out to identify 
changes in the production of various 
microRNAs in breast cancer. During 
that investigation, however, co-author 
Joost Boele also based at RIKEN observed 
an unexpected alteration in the sequence at 
the end of the well-studied miR-21 molecule. 
“miR-21 is the most intensively researched 
microRNA due to its overexpression in most 
cancers,” explains de Hoon. “Sequence vari-
ations at the end of microRNAs have been 
observed previously but usually the extra 
nucleotide was an adenosine, whereas in our 
case it was a cytidine.”

Closer examination of breast cancer cells 
confirmed that they predominantly produced 
two different forms of miR-21: the previ-
ously identified miR-21 sequence, which 
contains 22 nucleotides, and the variant 
observed by Boele, known as miR-21+C, 
which includes an additional cytidine 
nucleotide. The researchers subsequently 
uncovered an enzymatic pathway that trims 
miR-21+C to produce miR-21, indicating that 
miR-21+C is in fact the starting material from 
which miR-21 is derived. This enzymatic 
pathway, which eventually leads to the deg-
radation of miR-21, requires the action of  
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microRNA

Messenger  
RNA strands 

MicroRNAs are short, 
non-protein-coding RNA 
molecules that contain 
base-pair sequences that 
are complementary to 
their target messenger 
RNA molecule. Once bound 
together, the microRNA 
can cause the messenger 
RNA to break down.
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two proteins: one tacks yet another nucleotide 
on to the end of miR-21+C and the other rec-
ognizes this addition and chews away at the 
RNA molecule.

This process proved to have important 
implications for cellular growth. In a com-
parative analysis between ten different tumor 
types and the normal tissues from which these 
tumors emerged, the researchers discovered 
that this miR-21 degradation pathway was 
consistently impaired in cancerous tissues. 
“This is a very general phenomenon in 
cancer,” says de Hoon.

The microRNA miR-21 is known to inhibit 
multiple genes that restrict cell division, 
which in part explains the importance of this 
microRNA in cancer. However, de Hoon and 
his colleagues also found reduced degradation 

of miR-21 in tissue samples for patients with 
psoriasis, a disease associated with abnormal 
growth of the top layer of the skin—a finding 
that further underscores the importance of 
this microRNA as a general controller of 
cell proliferation. ■

Reference
1. Boele, J., Persson, H., Shin, J. W., 
Ishizu, Y., Newie, I. S., Søkilde, R., 
Hawkins, S. M., Coarfa, C., Ikeda, K., 
Takayama, K. et al. PAPD5-mediated 
3 ′  a d e ny la t i on  an d  s ub s e qu en t 
degradation of miR-21 is disrupted in 
proliferative disease. Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Sciences USA 111, 
11467–11472 (2014).

A gut feeling  
on bacterial 
diversity
The immune system interacts with microbes in the intestines to promote rich 
and balanced bacterial communities

The primary function of the human immune 
system is to fight off infections. Yet in the gut, 
the immune system can also nourish com-
munities of symbiotic microbes that help 
maintain proper health. Just how the body 
does this is not fully understood. Research-
ers led by Sidonia Fagarasan from the Labo-
ratory for Mucosal Immunity at the RIKEN 
Center for Integrative Medical Sciences have 
now demonstrated that regulatory T cells play 
a role in shaping the community of trillions of 
bacteria that inhabit the digestive tract1.

“We found that the immune system is 
actively involved in the maintenance of rich 
and balanced bacterial communities in the 
gut,” says Fagarasan. “Our study reveals a 
different picture of the immune system, one 
involving sophisticated, two-way interactions 
between bacteria and immune cells.”

Fagarasan and her colleagues started by 
studying mice that were deficient in various 
cellular and structural components of the gut 
immune system. They showed that these mice 
had reduced bacterial diversity. When the 
missing components were added back incre-
mentally, they discovered that regulatory 
T cells—a type of immune cell that helps keep 
immune responses in check—were needed to 
control levels of an antibody called immu-
noglobulin A, which is produced in mucosal 
linings where it helps select for ‘good’ bacteria.

The crosstalk between the immune system 
and bacteria seemed to go both ways; the 
presence of more diverse gut flora seemed 
to spur a positive feedback loop within the 
immune system. Fagarasan’s team tested this by 
introducing gut microbes taken from different 
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Gut bacteria from 
mice with rich (left) or 
poor (right) microbial 
communities.
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types of bacterial communities into mice born 
and bred in sterile incubators. They discovered 
that the immune system naturally responded 
to rich and balanced bacterial populations 
by inducing the proliferation of regulatory 
T cells and immunoglobulin A, which further 
supported a diversified microbiome. In contrast, 
less varied bacterial communities induced the 
proliferation of inflammatory T cells and the 
antibodies immunoglobulin G and E.

“This means that immune deficiencies, 
regardless of whether inherited, acquired by 
external interventions or simply brought on 
by aging, will have an impact on the bacterial 
communities, and likely reduce their diversity 
and ecologic stability,” notes Fagarasan.

When it comes to therapeutics for gut-asso-
ciated diseases, many drug developers are now 

focused on developing probiotics or fecal trans-
plants to introduce desired bacteria. According 
to Fagarasan, however, therapies that modify 
the immune system might also be necessary. 
“We need to think about correcting not only 
the bacterial imbalance but also re-establishing 
immune homeostasis,” she says. ■

Reference
1. Kawamoto, S., Maruya, M., Kato, L. M., 
Suda, W., Atarashi, K., Doi, Y., Tsutsui, Y., 
Qin, H., Honda, K., Okada, T. et al. Foxp3+ 
T cells regulate immunoglobulin A 
selection and facilitate diversification 
of bacterial species responsible for 
immune homeostasis. Immunity 41,  
152–165 (2014).

Paving the way for 
life on land
A genetic system found in all land plants controls the development of 
structures essential for survival in terrestrial environments

The colonization of land by the first land 
plants was a key step in the evolution of life 
on Earth. The exact circumstances of this 
shift, however, have not been fully explained. 
Taku Demura and colleagues from the RIKEN 
Center for Sustainable Resource Science have 
now contributed to the identification of a 
major set of plant genes that control two fun-
damental properties required for terrestrial 
life: structural support and water transport1.

In higher plants, a group of NAC genes 
control the development of water-conduct-
ing cells and structural fibers. These genes 
are involved in the building of thick, strong, 
secondary cell walls for mechanical strength 
and in inducing the programed death of 
water-conducting cells, which leaves func-
tional hollow pipes.

Demura and his colleagues, in collabora-
tion with researchers from the Nara Institute 
of Science and Technology, studied the moss 
Physcomitrella patens as an example of one 
of the earliest lineages of land plants. They 

identified eight genes in the gene family 
called PpVNS that are homologous to the 
NAC cluster in higher plants. “NAC genes are 
found in all terrestrial plants, but not in algae, 
animals or bacteria,” notes Demura. Inter-
estingly, primitive liverworts have only one 
such gene, suggesting that rapid gene dupli-
cation occurred during the early evolution of 
land plants.

Studying the expression of PpVNS genes 
within P. patens, the researchers found that 
most were strongly expressed in the leaf 
midrib—tissue that includes the moss’s 
version of water-conducting and struc-
tural cells. To explore the function of the 
PpVNS genes, they created triple mutants 
lacking three of the genes. The mutants 
displayed poor water transport, were prone 
to wilting and lacked normal water-conduct-
ing and structural cells (see image), showing 
that the PpVNS genes are crucial to the 
development of these cell types. In contrast, 
enhanced expression of PpVNS genes caused 
cell death, which indicated that these genes 
also play a role in the death of water-con-
ducting cells, just as the NAC genes do for 
higher plants.

Importantly, the PpVNS genes regulate 
the same families of downstream genes in 
both P. patens and higher plants, indicat-
ing a shared, ancient evolutionary origin 
for the NAC and PpVNS systems. Pinpoint-
ing the evolutionary origin will require 
genome information of other mosses 
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Compared with the wild strain of Physcomitrella patens moss (left), mutants lacking three key PpVNS genes (right) show 
increased wilting under low-moisture conditions.
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and algae—information that will soon be 
available, according to Demura. Neverthe-
less, the group’s findings already highlight the 
importance of the NAC and PpVNS systems in 
regulating the development of both structural 
and water-conducting cells, and allowing the 
first plants to colonize the land. ■

Reference
1. Xu, B., Ohtani, M., Yamaguchi, M., Toyooka, 
K., Wakazaki, M., Sato, M., Kubo, M., Nakano, 
Y., Sano, R., Hiwatashi, Y. et al. Contribution of 
NAC transcription factors to plant adaptation 
to land. Science 343, 1505–1508 (2014).

Algae dance in the 
spotlight
Observing the swimming behavior of microalgae under differing light 
conditions reveals the metabolic state of individual algal cells

Photosynthetic microorganisms such as single-
cell algae are currently undergoing intensive 
research for their potential to produce oil and 
other products from biomass as a means of 
curbing the use of fossil fuels. Understanding 

and controlling the metabolic state of these 
organisms is crucial to optimizing growth 
conditions for eventual industrialization of 
algal-based technologies. Kazunari Ozasa and 
colleagues from the RIKEN Bioengineering 

Laboratory have now developed a simple 
technique for investigating the metabolic state 
of the microalga Euglena gracilis1.

Euglena is a motile alga that is used in many 
studies into the commercial potential of these 
microorganisms. It is adapted for moderate light 
conditions—weak light limits its photosynthesis, 
while strong light causes oxidative stress. Under 
acceptable moderate light, the single-celled 
Euglena swims in a straight line. If it encounters 
weak light, a light-seeking photophilic response 
causes the cell to turn back toward the light. 
If it encounters strong light, however, a light-
avoiding photophobic response is triggered and 
the cell turns away from the light. Failure to 
find light of suitable intensity causes the cell to 
turn continuously.

Exploiting this behavior, Ozasa’s team 
developed an innovative ‘trace momentum’ 
method using a microfluidic device that 
allows the movement of single cells to be 
followed under different modes of illumina-
tion (see image). They found that Euglena cells 
occur in three distinct types—A, B and C—cor-
responding to three different metabolic states.

On exposing the cells to strong blue light and 
then switching the light off, type A cells transi-
tioned smoothly from tumbling to swimming 
in a straight line, type B cells ‘froze’ motionless 
for a few seconds before starting to swim in a 
straight line, and type C cells became completely 
motionless. The researchers then compared this 
behavior to that after red light illumination, 
under which photosynthesis is more efficient. 
Their analysis concluded that the temporary 
freezing of type B cells under blue light is due to 
a short-term deficiency in a metabolic substance 
that appears to be generated more efficiently 
under red light.

Although the photoreceptor molecule respon-
sible for the photophobic response of Euglena 
is well understood, the metabolic processes 
that mediate the response are still unclear. “We 
now hope to identify the metabolic substance 
responsible for the anti-freezing capability,” says 
Ozasa. “We also want to see if the three types of 
cells are essential for Euglena to survive in severe 
environments, and to determine which type is 
most effective for the production of oil compo-
nents or amino acids.” ■

Reference
1. Ozasa, K., Lee, J., Song, S. & Maeda, M. 
Transient freezing behavior in photophobic 
responses of Euglena gracilis investigated in 
a microfluidic device. Plant & Cell Physiology 
55, 1704–1712 (2014).

500 µm

Trace images of the motion of Euglena gracilis microalgae for a period of 4.5 seconds, color coded to show swimming 
direction with a time order of blue, yellow, red then white.
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Yuichi Obata is 
director of the RIKEN 

BioResource Center
Obata has successfully 

led the center for almost 
a decade. He ensures the 

strict quality control of 
biological material stored 

at the center and conducts 
research in the field of 
molecular biology and 

genetics, specifically related 
to cancer immunology.

Biological resources

Banking on 
biological tools 
for research 
innovation
Repositories of biological materials and information play an essential 
role in managing the unprecedented growth in knowledge about living 
systems that is being generated by genomics, genetics and molecular 
biology. To help ensure that research in these fields continues to make a 
positive contribution to humanity, RIKEN is engaging in international 
collaborations and targeted research.

Biological resources at the RIKEN 
BioResource Center are stored at subzero 
temperatures in large liquid nitrogen tanks.
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T he biodiversity of the natural 
world is an unrivaled source of 
inspiration and learning. Sci-
entists in the many branches 

of  the l i fe  sc iences have spent 
endless hours studying many of the 
millions of species of microorgan-
isms, plants and animals in order to 
feed a growing body of knowledge on 
their cellular, molecular and genetic 
tra i ts.  Through deeper analysis, 
researchers have found ways to use 
this knowledge to address emerging 
societal challenges in health, agriculture 
and conservation.

Dedicated repositories and distribu-
tion centers for biological materials 
have proven essential to these efforts. 
By collecting, characterizing and pre-
serving the materials and information 
that have been captured, identif ied 
and developed over decades, resource 
centers ensure that research in the life 
sciences remains a progressive endeavor. 
Without these centers, valuable and 
irreproducible biological material 
would be scattered among 
isolated laboratories and 
potentially become inac-
cessible. Resource centers 
also distribute high-quality 

materials to laboratories on-demand, 
a service that saves scientists time 
and money.

More in one
The RIKEN BioResource Center (BRC) 
focuses on five of the most essential cat-
egories of biological resources used in 
research—mice, plants, cells, genes and 
microbes—and has grown in the past 

decade to become one of the largest 
repositories for these resources 

in the world (Fig. 1). The 
center preserves more than 

4.5 million species, strains, 
lines and clones, which 
have been distributed to 

institutions in over 60 countries and have 
contributed to more than 1,200 registered 
patents. Almost 1,600 papers could not 
have been published in 2013 without the 
center’s support.

The BRC is the first repository of its 
kind in Japan, a responsibility it takes 
seriously by prioritizing resources 
developed in the country. Its collec-
tion includes microbes, cell lines and 
blood specimens adopted from other 
institutes in Japan as well as the Nobel-
prize-winning resources of human and 
mouse induced pluripotent stem (iPS) 
cells and mouse models developed by 
Shinya Yamanaka at Kyoto University. 
And the center has been a core facility 
of the Japanese National BioResource 
Project since 2002.

Storing vast quantities of biological 
material requires a lot of space—a major 
limiting factor for many centers. Living 
organisms are particularly expensive to 
maintain. Therefore, researchers at RIKEN 
have optimized cryopreservation tech-
niques for freezing sperm and embryos 
from genetically modif ied and inbred 
mouse strains, which can be thawed at 
a later date to recover live mice with 
high survival rates and at significant cost 
efficiencies1. Plant cells are diff icult to 
freeze due to their high water content, but 
researchers at the BRC have overcome 
these challenges and introduced an 
efficient method for cryopreserving plant 
tissue cultures.

Knockout genes and 
universal databases
The coming decade will see dramatic 
increases in biological resources and the 
space and computational power required 
to house and process all the newfound 
biological organisms and associated 
information will be huge.

With only a fraction of the world’s 
species named and classif ied, there 
is signif icant potential for adding new 
biological ‘products’ to existing collec-
tions. Once their genomes have been 
characterized in full—something that 
is becoming easier and faster thanks to 
next-generation gene sequencing tech-
nologies—scientists can begin to create 
an unlimited assortment of transgenic 
organisms. The further expansion of 
mutant strains will be facilitated by new 
gene editing techniques, coupled with 

Figure 1: The RIKEN BioResource Center stores five of the most essential categories of biological resources used in 
research—mice, plants, cells, genes and microbes. ©
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The RIKEN 
BioResource 

Center preserves more than 
4.5 million species, strains, 
lines and clones, which have 
been distributed to institutions 
in over 60 countries and have 
contributed to more than 
1,200 registered patents.
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gene or allele-specific expression profiling 
in addition to methods such as the Cre-lox 
recombination system and optogenetics 
that can control the timing and expression 
of target genes.

One destructive technique that is 
raising particular interest for its speed, 
ease and lower cost is CRISPR-Cas. The 
technique uses clustered regularly inter-
spaced palindromic repeats (CRISPRs), 
in complex with the protein Cas, to snip a 
target DNA sequence and even exchange 
it with another. Unlike traditional gene-
targeting techniques that rely on the 
time-consuming process of homologous 
recombination in embryonic stem cells, 
and newer approaches that use proteins 
to recognize DNA sequences, the 
CRISPR-Cas system uses single strands 
of RNA specially designed to ‘knock out’ 
specif ic genes. Promisingly, research-
ers have recently proved the applicabil-
ity of CRISPR-Cas to gene editing in 
animal genomes.

Bioresource centers have initiated 
efforts to keep up with these revolution-
izing trends. RIKEN has joined several 
institutions in a large-scale collabora-
tion known as the International Mouse 
Phenotyping Consortium (IMPC). The 
IMPC has set itself the enormous task of 
generating one mutant mouse for each of 
the 20,000 estimated genes in the mouse 
genome. It is now carrying out a pilot 
study using advanced gene-editing tech-
niques like CRISPR-Cas to create mutant 
mice at an increased pace than previous 
methods. By observing how the removal 
of a single gene affects the structure, 
development and overall behavior of 
each mutant mouse, the consortium will 
be able to create a centralized database 
of the biological function of each gene, 
which would be of huge value to scien-
tists. Each mutant mouse sperm and 
embryo will be preserved in repositories 
like the BRC.

Besides the IMPC, RIKEN is partici-
pating in numerous international efforts 
that seek to establish a one-stop database 
for searching and locating biological 
resources, a process that also involves 
harmonizing standards for banking, 
characterization and testing. RIKEN 
also currently heads the Asian Network 
of Research Resource Centers, which 
promotes further coordination in the spe-
cies-rich region.

Hotspots of innovation
As shores to the foundations of life 
sciences research, much more will be 
expected of biological resource centers in 
the coming years. Rather than acting as 
static libraries, centers will need to work 
more closely with scientists by becoming 
nodes for innovative research. The BRC 
plans to double the size of its research 
arm and quicken the pace of research in 
three key innovation hotspots—iPS cells, 
the model plant Brachypodium distachyon 
and bioimaging.

Researchers today can reprogram adult 
cells into iPS cells and then remodel 
them into the many specialized cells that 
constitute our organs. These patient-
derived cells are useful tools for studying 
disease processes and for personalized 
regenerative medicine. A major collabo-
ration led by the Japanese government is 
currently underway to develop disease-
specific iPS cells, which will be used to 
investigate pathogenic mechanisms and 
test new drugs. The project has desig-
nated the BRC as its core repository. 
To add research value, the BRC plans 
to manipulate the deposited iPS cells 
to express markers for gene expression 
such as green fluorescent protein. Given 
the huge social implications of iPS cell 
research, ensuring the quality of these 
cells for future analysis will be critical.

The BRC is also focusing its attention on 
a new model plant, the grass Brachypodium 
distachyon, in an effort that parallels 
RIKEN’s contributions to the extensive 
infrastructure that now surrounds 
Arabidopsis thaliana. Brachypodium is 
a member of the monocot family of 
flowering plants and is the preferred 
model for improving our understanding 
of life-supporting crops such as rice and 
wheat, as well as species used for biomass 
production, including switchgrass and 
zebra grass. In 2013, researchers from the 
RIKEN Center for Sustainable Resource 
Science constructed a comprehensive 

cDNA resource for Brachypodium and 
subsequently deposited the clones at 
the BRC. The BRC has established a 
platform to utilize the resource and 
facilitate the dissemination of seeds and 
genetic alteration technology to the crop 
research community.

In the f ield of bioimaging, research-
ers at RIKEN have developed a chemical 
mixture for visualizing the whole brain 
and its cellular circuits, such as neuronal 
substructures and the activity of fluo-
rescently tagged proteins, with unprec-

edented detail. The RIKEN team has also 
developed a nondestructive method for 
simultaneously observing DNA methyla-
tion, protein localization and RNA expres-
sion at specif ic sites with single-cell 
resolution, offering new opportunities for 
studying the epigenetic basis of cellular 
dynamics during embryonic develop-
ment, reprogramming and disease2.

By prioritizing key areas of research 
in this way, and fostering international 
networks, repositories of biological 
materials and information such as the 
BRC are ensuring that life scientists can 
continue to develop new treatments for 
diseases and more resilient crops while 
preserving the world’s most precious 
biological materials. 
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RIKEN is participating in numerous international 
efforts that seek to establish a one-stop database 
for searching and locating biological resources, a process 
that also involves harmonizing standards for banking, 
characterization and testing.
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Back to the future for 
quantum computers
An oscillator once used to build early computers could become a core part of quantum computers

At the dawn of the era of solid-state electron-
ics, a variety of promising technologies were 
competing to supplant the then-ubiquitous 
vacuum tube. The transistor quickly proved to 
be the fastest and most practical of these tech-
nologies. Yet as demonstrated by Zhirong Lin 
and Tsuyoshi Yamamoto from the RIKEN 
Center for Emergent Matter Science and their 
colleagues, one of the abandoned solid-state 
technologies, the parametric phase-locked 
oscillator (PPLO), could enjoy a revival as a 
core component of quantum computers1.

The PPLO, a technology used since the 
early development of digital computers more 
than half a century ago, is based on a simple 
resonant circuit consisting of two active com-
ponents, typically an inductor and a capacitor. 
When the strength of one of these components 

was tuned very rapidly, the PPLO would begin 
to oscillate in a way that allowed digital infor-
mation to be encoded in two stable oscilla-
tion states. PPLOs were used in some early 
Japanese computers, but the transistor even-
tually won out due its superior speed.

The ability of PPLOs to detect binary signals 
and store digital information in the form of 
two distinct phases of oscillation makes them 
particularly suitable for reading the state of a 
quantum bit, or ‘qubit’—the core element of 
a quantum computer. The power of a qubit is 
its ability to be in two or more states at once, 
which potentially allows for the execution 
of parallel computations at enormous speed. 
However, qubits are also notoriously fragile, 
and even reading a qubit’s state incorrectly 
can corrupt the information it contains.

Lin, Yamamoto and their colleagues inte-
grated a PPLO circuit into the measure-
ment scheme for a superconducting qubit 
using a superconducting waveguide and 
a superconducting quantum interference 
device (SQUID) termination. The capaci-
tance of the waveguide, combined with 
the inductance of the SQUID, created the 
resonant conditions necessary for the PPLO 
to function.

Using their PPLO circuit, the researchers 
were able to accurately measure the state of 
a qubit without destroying it. The informa-
tion readout could then persist in the PPLO 
even if the qubit underwent a transition to 
a different state. The PPLO approach also 
proved to be significantly faster than other 
qubit reading schemes.

The parametric phase-
locked oscillator (PPLO) 
was introduced as the 
‘parametron’ in the 1950s 
and consisted of a simple 
combination of capacitors 
and inductors.
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“This result opens a new field of research 
for PPLOs,” says Lin, “and the new readout 
technique is a valuable addition to existing 
qubit-readout methods.” With further devel-
opment, PPLO technology could be applied to 
practical quantum error-correction protocols, 
which are considered essential for useful, 
large-scale quantum computers. ■
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Magnetism 
intensified 
by defects
Electron microscopy reveals how certain nanoscale crystal defects can 
dramatically intensify ferromagnetism in metal alloys

Magnetic materials are fundamental to many 
technologies, from data storage to next-
generation spintronic devices. However, as 
integrated circuits become increasingly minia-
turized and the sizes of magnetic components 
approach nanoscale dimensions, magnetic 
properties can disappear. Yasukazu Murakami 
and colleagues from the RIKEN Center for 
Emergent Matter Science and Tohoku Uni-
versity in Japan have now obtained important 
insight into the development of stable, strong 
nanomagnets, thanks to the discovery of 
amplified magnetization due to nanoscale 
atomic disorder in iron–aluminum alloys1.

Iron-rich iron–aluminum alloys are unusual 
because small mechanical or thermal defor-
mations can abruptly boost the materials’ fer-
romagnetic properties. Researchers believe 
that this effect arises due to the transition 
between a chemically ordered phase and a 
chemically disordered phase that increases 
the density of the nearest iron–iron atomic 
pairs within the crystal. The ordered phase 
contains a type of planar defect referred to as 
antiphase boundaries (APBs), with lowered 
degree of order.

Observing APBs is challenging, however, 
because most experimental tools are unable to 
isolate magnetic signals arising from complex, 
narrow nanoscale interfaces. Murakami and 

his colleagues solved this problem using their 
recently developed split-illumination electron 
holography technique. This electron micros-
copy technique divides the incident electron 
wave into two beams—one that interacts 
with the sample, and another that provides 
a reference vacuum signal. Interference of 
the two beams produces electron holograms 
with sufficiently high signal-to-noise levels 
to detect miniscule changes in interfacial 
magnetic fields.

The researchers used their electron hologra-
phy technique to examine a heat-treated alloy 
consisting of 70% iron and 30% aluminum and 
observed APBs as thin, wavy patterns no more 
than three nanometers wide. Closer inspec-
tion revealed that magnetic flux densities in 
the APBs were amplified by 60% compared 
with the matrix region in the ordered phase 
due to an increase in the density of nearest 
iron–iron pairs. Furthermore, holographic 
images captured during heating of the alloy 
revealed that even at elevated temperatures, 
the remarkable interfacial spin ordering was 
confined to APB regions (see image).

Murakami notes that these unexpected 
findings, which appear to contradict tradi-
tional concepts of magnetic spin ordering, 
could lay the groundwork for the engineer-
ing of nanomagnets with APB-induced 

150 nm

An electron holography image of an iron–aluminum alloy 
containing two-dimensional zones of atomic disorder. 
Contrary to expectations, enhanced ferromagnetic 
spin order inside the disordered regions produces large 
magnetic flux densities.
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activity, guided by high-resolution electron 
microscopy. “The advanced electron holog-
raphy techniques used in this work achieved 
pinpoint magnetization analysis of the 
nanometer-sized interface region,” he says. 
“The methods can be widely applied to 
leading problems in spintronics, physics, 
chemistry and materials science.” ■
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Light finds a 
one-way street
A multiferroic material displays a novel spin structure that allows light to 
travel in only one direction

A research team led by Youtarou Takahashi 
from the RIKEN Center for Emergent Matter 
Science has demonstrated a novel phenom-
enon called magnetochiral dichroism, which 
prevents light from propagating parallel or 
antiparallel to the direction of magnetiza-
tion1. The discovery, which was made in the 
multiferroic ‘helimagnet’ gallium-doped 
copper iron oxide, could lead to new possi-
bilities in the control of light at gigahertz and 
terahertz frequencies.

Multiferroic materials exhibit both magnetic 
order and an electric polarization property 
called ferroelectricity. These properties are 
determined by the polarization of electron 
‘spin’ in the multiferroic lattice. Scientists have 
recently taken a particular interest in multi-
ferroics with spiral or helical spin structures, 
known as helimagnets. Theory predicts that 
the combination of spin helicity and mag-
netization in these materials could result in a 
novel form of magnetoelectric coupling called 
magnetochiral dichroism, in which helical or 
chiral electric and magnetic polarizations 
combine to form a dynamic electromag-
netic field that can interact with light passing 
through the material.

The multiferroic mixed oxide has a lon-
gitudinal helical or ‘conical screw’ spin 
structure due to competition between 
exchange interactions and geometric frus-
tration among iron ions (see image). The 
conical screw spin structure provides the 

electronic chirality and magnetization that are 
required for magnetochiral dichroism. The 
inclusion of gallium in the material, a non-
magnetic element, helps to stabilize the spin 
structure, which is needed to drive the novel 
optical phenomenon.

The researchers examined the multiferroic 
material using terahertz spectroscopy and dis-
covered that a reversal of electronic chirality 
or magnetization reversed the direction of 
magnetochiral dichroism. They also found 
that the propagation of light against the 
direction of the magnetochiral dichroism 
was severely inhibited, with a high absorb-
ance or extinction coefficient at gigahertz and 
terahertz frequencies.

The results suggest that multiferroic 
materials such as gallium-doped copper iron 
oxide could be used to control the propaga-
tion of electromagnetic waves in new ways, 
with implications for the development of 
isolators and optical devices that only permit 
the transmission of light in one direction.

Multiferroics have a screw spin structure (arrows) with clockwise (lower) and anticlockwise (upper) orientations that 
can control the propogation of light at terahertz and gigahertz frequencies.
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Takahashi believes that magnetochi-
ral dichroism, which differs from other 
forms of directional dichroism such as 
magnetic circular dichroism, is likely to 
be a common property of multiferroic 
materials with conical screw spin structures 
and arises through collective optically active 

spin wave excitations known as electro-
magnon resonance.

“This multiferroic material has an extinction 
coefficient of up to 400 per cent,” says Takahashi. 
“Our achievement opens a new door for applica-
tions in gigahertz and terahertz optics, such as 
isolator and controllable filter devices.” ■
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A solution for tunable dyes
Modifying a common organic dye molecule results in tunable optical characteristics that can be changed by exposure 
to different chemical reagents and solvents

Researchers from RIKEN and the University of 
Tokyo have developed an organic dye molecule 
with tunable light-absorption and color charac-
teristics1. This development promises to open the 

door to the creation of new functional dyes for 
bioimaging and solar cell applications.

The research team, led by Atsuya Muranaka 
and Masanobu Uchiyama from the RIKEN 

Elements Chemistry Laboratory and the 
RIKEN Center for Sustainable Resource 
Science, was attempting to modify the elec-
tronic structure of a widely used organic dye 
molecule known as phthalocyanine. This dye 
molecule is shaped like a four-leaf clover, 
with a central ring of 16 atoms, alternating 
between carbon and nitrogen, surrounded 
by four cyclic organic units called isoindo-
line. It contains 18 electrons in π configura-
tions, existing as electron clouds on either 
side of the large central ring. The circulation 
of these delocalized electrons around the ring 
stabilizes the molecule—an effect known as 
aromaticity—and also affects the molecule’s 
light-absorption properties.

The researchers replaced one of the isoin-
doline units in phthalocyanine with a simpler, 
benzene-based chemical group to give a class 
of molecules called benziphthalocyanines, 
which benefit from the 18-electron aromatic 
stabilization. X-ray crystallographic analyses 
revealed that the central ring of their benziph-
thalocyanine was entirely flat, as expected for 
a molecule stabilized by a cloud of aromatic 
electrons, and that the length of the bonds 
between the ring’s atoms matched those 
of phthalocyanine. The results of nuclear 
magnetic resonance experiments, however, 
suggested that the molecule could exist in two 
different forms, with either weak or strong 
aromaticity, each having different light-
absorption characteristics. “The change in 
aromaticity also changed the molecule’s color,” 
says Muranaka.

Switching between these two forms could 
be achieved rapidly in solution. The addition 
of specific solvents shifted the equilibrium 
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Different solvents can cause benziphthalocyanine to shift between its strongly aromatic ‘quinoidal’ form and its weakly 
aromatic ‘phenol’ form, which changes the color of the solution.
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of the system either toward the strongly 
aromatic ‘quinoidal’ form of benziphthalo-
cyanine molecules or toward the weakly 
aromatic ‘phenol’ form, resulting in a change 
in the color of the solution (see image). 
Various chemical reagents could also be 
used to stop this interconversion, trapping 
the benziphthalocyanine in the quinoidal 
or phenol configuration. Since each of these 
new molecules absorbs a unique spectrum 
of light, this could offer a way to tune the 
optical properties of many different types of 
benziphthalocyanines.

The researchers are now working to 
improve the optical properties of their 

benziphthalocyanine dyes. They are also 
trying to create a switchable dye in which light 
absorption can be activated or deactivated by 
switching aromaticity on or off. ■
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Exploring the 
potential of 
‘valleytronics’
Harnessing an unusual ‘valley’ quantum property of electrons offers a new 
possibility for next-generation electronics

Yoshihiro Iwasa and colleagues from 
the RIKEN Center for Emergent Matter 
Science, the University of Tokyo and 
Hiroshima University have discovered 
that ultrathin films of a semiconducting 

material have properties that form the basis 
for a new kind of low-power electronics, 
termed ‘valleytronics’1.

Electronic components store, transmit 
and process information using the electrical 

charge of an electron. The use of charge, 
however, requires physically moving electrons 
from one point to another, which can 
consume a great deal of energy, particularly 
in computing applications. Researchers are 
therefore searching for ways to harness other 
properties of electrons, such as the ‘spin’ of an 
electron, as data carriers in the hope that this 
will lead to devices that consume less power.

Valleytronics is based on the quantum 
behavior of electrons in terms of a material’s 
electronic band structure. “Semiconductors 
and insulators derive their electrical properties 
from a gap between the highest band occupied 
by electrons, known as the valence band, and 
the lowest unoccupied band or ‘conduction 
band’ in the band structure,” explains Iwasa. 
“If there are two or more dips in the conduc-
tion band or peaks in the valence band, we say 
that the band structure contains valleys.”

Using this valley property of electrons 
to encode information without physically 
moving electrons is the central tenet of val-
leytronics. Iwasa and his co-workers combined 
theoretical calculations with an experimental 
spin- and angle-resolved photoelectron spec-
troscopy technique to identify such valleys 
in the band structure of an ultrathin layer of 
molybdenum disulfide just a few atoms thick.

Molybdenum disulfide is a member of 
a family of materials known as transition 
metal dichalcogenides, which are currently 
the focus of intense research because of the 
unusual electronic properties they display 
when prepared in two-dimensional layers. 
Iwasa and his team created films consist-
ing of one to four atomic layers of molyb-
denum disulfide. Most previous studies of 
this material focused on films in which each 
layer is the mirror image of the one below. 

The positions of atoms 
in conventional few-layer 
molybdenum disulfide are 
mirrored from one layer to 
the next (left). Molybdenum 
disulfide in which each 
layer is displaced from the 
one below (right) has great 
potential for ‘valleytronics’.
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Instead, the atoms in each molybdenum 
disulfide layer in the films created by Iwasa’s 
team were slightly shifted from those in the 
two-dimensional level beneath (see image). 
This breaking of the film’s symmetry meant 
that the researchers were also able to harness 
the spin of electrons. “We uncovered strong 
coupling between the valley and spin degrees 
of freedom,” says Iwasa.

The researchers hope to demonstrate val-
leytronics prototypes based on molybdenum 
disulfide and to explore other materials with 

valleytronic functions in order to expand the 
frontier of valleytronics. ■
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Multiplying 
solar harvests 
with ‘correlated’ 
technology
Strongly interacting electrons turn oxide interfaces into magnetically 
controlled and extra-efficient solar cells

When light strikes a photovoltaic panel, part 
of the energy supplied by the photons is lost 
as heat instead of being converted into elec-
tricity. Masao Nakamura and colleagues 
from the RIKEN Center for Emergent Matter 
Science have discovered a way to capture this 
waste heat with a new type of solar cell that 
generates multiple charge carriers from a 
single photon1.

The concept relies on producing an 
interface between surfaces with different 
electronic properties, called a hetero-
junction. Recent studies have shown that 
when certain inorganic ceramics known as 
perovskite oxides come into contact with each 
other, photovoltaic phenomena can emerge 
due to competition between non-interacting, 
semiconducting electrons and a phase in 
which the electrons work together—known 
as a correlated system. However, building 
solar cells based on perovskite heterojunc-
tions is challenging because electric fields at 

the interface can change the oxide behavior in 
unexpected ways.

Nakamura and his colleagues realized that 
they needed subtle control over the hetero-
junction structure to find the best balance 
between correlated and semiconducting 
electron phases for solar-cell applications. 
They selected a photoresponsive correlated 
material, lanthanum strontium manganese 
oxide (LSMO), and deposited it on a semi-
conducting perovskite, niobium-doped 
strontium titanium oxide (Nb:STO), using a 
pulsed laser. By changing the surface orienta-
tion of the Nb:STO, the team grew two dif-
ferently distorted LSMO crystals: one that 
formed rectangle-like angles with the Nb:STO 
interface, and a more strained phase with a 
tilted structure.

Electronic measurements revealed that 
both types of LSMO–Nb:STO junctions 
had semiconducting properties. However, 
when the researchers applied magnetic 
fields to the interface to test for corre-
lated electrons, they found that the tilted 
crystals had a significantly enhanced pho-
tocurrent compared with the straighter 
LSMO phase. Nakamura explains that this 
is clear evidence that small structural and 
chemical changes to perovskite oxides can 
induce critical interfacial phase competition 
in these materials.

To investigate the mechanism responsible 
for the magneto-induced photocurrent, the 
team performed a series of field- and tem-
perature-dependent transport measurements. 

A

A schematic illustration of a correlated solar cell. When light (green) strikes a heterojunction formed between distorted 
lanthanum strontium manganese oxide (gray layer) and niobium-doped strontium titanium oxide (blue layer), the 
energy is transferred to multiple electron–hole pairs. Electrons (purple circles) and holes (white circles) are spatially 
separated due to the internal electric field at the interface.
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These studies suggested that for the tilted 
crystal phase, a small correlated energy gap 
appeared at the LSMO–Nb:STO interface. 
This small-gapped state is favorable for the 
photo-induced phase transition and can 
initiate multiple carrier generation.

Nakamura notes that while this technol-
ogy is at an early stage, it can guide devel-
opment of next-generation, intrinsically 
effective photovoltaic devices. “Our energy 
conversion efficiency is still low, but by 
tuning the material composition and device 

structure, we expect to improve upon and 
realize a correlated electron solar cell,” 
he says. ■
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Separating the  
buckybowl twins
Selective enrichment of one of the mirror-image forms of corannulene 
molecules could lead to exciting new possibilities in nanotechnology

Corannulene is a bowl-shaped polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbon with a skeleton of 
bonded carbon atoms equivalent to a segment 
of the buckminsterfullerene or ‘buckyball’ 
—a soccer-ball-like structure of 60 carbon 
atoms. This similarity to the buckyball 
has led to corannulene being dubbed the 
buckybowl. Chemists are interested in 
the chemical potential of corannulenes as 
catalysts and in nanotechnology applica-
tions, but exploring the potential of these 

molecules is complicated because they invert 
rapidly between their mirror-image or ‘chiral’ 
forms (see image).

Daigo Miyajima and colleagues from 
the RIKEN Center for Emergent Matter 
Science, in collaboration with co-work-
ers from the University of Tokyo and 
Osaka University, have now developed 
a molecular design strategy that allows 
them to ‘desymmetrize’ the corannulene 
inversion equilibrium, resulting in solutions 

enriched in either one of its chiral forms1. 
The achievement marks an important step 
toward being able to work with and perhaps 
isolate the individual chiral forms to explore 
their possible uses. “For example, if we 
can desymmetrize and produce corannu-
lene complexes with transition metals, it 
might be possible to develop asymmetric 
catalysts with unique characteristics due to 
the bowl-shaped structure of corannulene,” 
explains Miyajima.

The key to biasing the inversion process 
was to add different chemical groups that can 
interact through intramolecular hydrogen 
bonding, whereby hydrogen atoms with a 
slight positive charge are attracted to other 
atoms with a slight negative charge. These 
forces of attraction within each molecule 
stabilize the corannulene bowl in one of its 
chiral versions by establishing a thermo-
dynamic preference for the chiral form that 
allows all the interacting units to be hydrogen 
bonded at the same time.

Although a significant achievement, this 
desymmetrization of corannulene equi-
librium is only partial. The conversion 
between the two forms is not stopped com-
pletely but is merely slowed down and made 
to favor one form over the other. The next 
challenge for the research team is to find 
modifications that can stop the conversion 
completely and perhaps allow just one of 
the stabilized bowl structures to be purified 
and used in the complete absence of its 
inverted partner.

There are numerous incentives for 
achieving chiral purity of corannulenes 
beyond catalyst  applications.  “Other 
researchers are working on utilizing coran-
nulenes for making carbon nanotubes,” says 
Miyajima, “and so our research may con-
tribute to the synthesis of chirality-selective 
nanotubes.” As chiral asymmetry is critical 
for many precise chemical reactions, the 
selective enrichment of nanotubes favoring 
one chirality could open new possibilities 
in nanotechnology. ■
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